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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a local field of characteristic zero, A its ring of integers, p its 
maximal ideal and A/p its residue field with 9 elements. Let K’ be the 
unramified extension of K of degree II, A ’ its ring of integers and p’ its 
maximal ideal; the Galois group Gal(K’/K) is generated by the Frobenius 
automorphism u: 
Vx E A’. u(x) = xq mod p’. 
For any uniformizing element 71’ of K’, we denote by 5, the set of formal 
series f(X) E A’ ] [X] ] such that 
(i) f(X) E rr’X mod deg 2, 
(ii) f(X) E X4 mod p’. 
Shiratani, in [ 6 ], proved the following facts: 
(1) Iff(X) E s,, , there is a unique formal group [,.= FAX, Y) defined 
over A’ such that f (FAX, Y)) = F,“(f(X), f(Y)). 
(2) If f(X)7 g(X) E 5,r and if cF, F, are the corresponding formal 
groups, the unique series [a],AX) E A’[ [Xl] such that 
(i) [a In,,(X) = aX mod deg 2, 
(ii) g([Ql,,f(X)) = [~l~.f(f(~)) 
is a homomorphism of formal groups F, + F, for each a E A. The groups F, 
and Fg are isomorphic over A ‘. 
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(3) For everyf(X) E G,., the map 
is a ring isomorphism; we denote its inverse by D so that D(a(X)) = a’(0) 
for any cl(X) E A’[ [Xl 1. In particular, Ff is a formal A-module. 
(4) The height of F,, as a formal group, is [K: Q,]. Besides, 
IN;‘(7f)],..f=fcr”-’ cz . . . af” oJ 
It follows easily that the height of F,, as a formal A-module, is one. 
The formal groups introduced by Shiratani are, when K = K’. the ones 
studied by Lubin and Tate in 141. 
The aim of this paper is the study of the extensions of K’ generated by the 
torsion points of the formal groups Ff. In section 1 we give the structure, as 
A-module, of the group of points of these formal groups with values in a 
finite extension of K’. Section 2 deals with an isomorphism between the 
formal groups associated to two series f(X) E 5 ‘I ,. g(X) E 5,. where rt’ and 
o’ are different uniformizing elements of K’. In section 3. following essen- 
tially the methods of 141. Theorem 3 gives the structure of the Galois group 
of the extensions of K’ generated by the torsion points of the formal groups 
F,. and Theorem 4 describes the reciprocity map of local class field theory 
for such extensions. Finally in section 4 we find a characterization of the 
extensions of K’ we are talking about. 
We keep throughout the paper the notations and terminology we have 
introduced above. Reference [2 1 is a general reference for Formal Groups 
and 151 for Class Field Theory. 
1. THE STRUCTURE OF F,(p,-) 
If rc’ is a uniformizing element of K’,f(X) E 5, and F, is the associated 
formal group, we shall write for any a E A [a].,.. instead of [a],..,. for the 
unique endomorphism of Ft of the form aX + . . . . 
For any algebraic extension E of K’. if pE is the maximal ideal of the ring 
of integers of E, the so-called group of points FXp,) of F, with values in E is 
an Z4-module by means of the operations 
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and 
A x qPE) + QP,), 
(a, -VI + la I, (xl. 
In the present section, we study the structure of the A-module F,(p,) when 
[E: K’] < 03. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let E be a finite extension of K’, uE the normalized 
valuation of E and e = e(E/K’) the ramification index of E ocer K. For anl 
uniformizing element x of K, we have: 
(1) rf 0 # x E F,(p,) is such that [ 7~1, (x) = 0, then rf (x) = e/(q - 1). 
In particular, if q - 1 ke, [ TC]/: F,(p,) + FAp,) is injectiue. 
(2) rf LJ~(X) = i < e/(q - l), then c,( [x]~(x)) = qi. 
(3) rf u,(x) = i > e/(q - l), then u,([~]),(x)) = i + e. In fact, for 
i>e/(q- l), 
(4) If+(x) = e/(s - 1). ~E([~lf t-v)) > e + e/b - 1) = Mq - 1). 
ProoJ [rclf(X) E End,,(Ff) is an isogeny of F,. whose height is the 
residual degree of K over Q,. Since 71 is a uniformizing element of A ’ we 
have 
[7r]&q=7s+ *a. + 7ca,&Y’ + UA? + ... 
for some a, E A ’ and u unit in A ‘. A standard argument gives the proof of 
(1) (2), (4) and the first part of (3). It remains to show that if i > e/(q - 1) 
the map 
FAP~) + F~PF~, 
x+ [4,(-d 
is surjective. If y E E is such that v&) = i + e (with i > e/(q - 1)) we apply 
the Weierstrass preparation theorem to the series [n], (X) -J 
[72]f(X)-~=(~,+~,X+...).(X9+bq~,Xq-’+...+b,X+b0) 
where u,, + ... is a unit in AE( [Xl] and b,,,..., b,_, belong to the maximal 
ideal pE of the ring of integers A, of E; so 
-y= b, . u,, 
n=b,.u,,+b,,.u, 
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and now (since vE(uO) = 0, LI&) = i + e) vE(b,,) = i + e, uE(b,) = e. 
vE(bz) > e,... . Thus, if rr, is a uniformizing element of E, we get 
b, = c, . rtffe, b, = c, . 17; ,... where for any r > 0 c, E A, and where c0 and 
c, are units in E. Since U, + .a. is a unit in AE[ [Xl], we have to show that 
there is a unit z in E such that z. 7~; is a zero of the polynomial X4 + n: . 
c qm,xq-’ + ... + 7c;. c,X+ 7c;+e. co. But reducing the polynomial 
71yi-(i+e)Tq + ~~~+c,&,T’+c,T+c, 
modulo pE, Hensel’s lemma shows the existence of such a z and ends the 
proof of the proposition. 
THEOREM 1. If E is a Jinite e.uension field of K’, F,Jp,) is a finite& 
generated A-module bchose torsion submodule is cyclic. The rank of F,(p,) is 
[E: K]. 
Proof: Since A is a complete local ring for its p-topology, according to a 
well-known lemma of commutative algebra, it’s enough to show that, if 71 is a 
uniformizing element of A, F,(p,) is separated for its p-topology and that the 
A-module F~p,)/[rc],F,(p,) is of finite type. 
It’s clear, by Proposition 1.1, that n,,, [n’],&(p,) = 0, so that F,(pE) is 
separated. Moreover if r > qe/(q - 1) the same proposition yields F,(p;.) c 
blfF/(PEI~ so FXPE)l[4,F~PE) is a quotient of FAp,)/F,(pL) for r large 
enough. The finiteness is, then. a trivial consequence of the following lemma 
whose proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA I .2. For every i > 1. the map 
Pk/PF ’ + Fj(pk)&(p;A ‘). 
x+py + x l tf F,(p;+ ‘) 
is an A-module isomorphism. 
The torsion submodule of F,(p,) is also finitely generated. As Ff is of 
height one, the A-module of all torsion points of F, is isomorphic to K/A, 
and so its finitely generated submodules are cyclic. 
To compute the rank of F,(pE), we observe that if r > e/(q - l), Fxp:) is 
torsion free, hence free (Proposition 1. 1 ), and that F,(p,)/F,(pL) is finite. The 
rank of Fxp,), that is, of F,(pL), is equal now to the dimension of the A/p- 
vector space F,(p~)/[rr]~F,(p~) = F~p~)/F~p~‘) a vector space with qlEZK1 
elements, so of dimension [E: K]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If E is a Jnite extension of Q, and if UL!’ = 
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(x E E 1 L’& - 1) > 1 } is the group of principal units of E, r/i)’ is a Z,- 
module offinite type of rank[E: Q,]. 
(It’s the particular case K = K’ = Q,, 71’ = p, f (A’) = (X + 1)” - 1; then F, 
is the multiplicative group and [Ap,) 1 CT:.“.) 
2. AN ISOMORPHISM OF FORMAL GROUPS 
We know that if rr’ is a prime element of K’. the formal groups associated 
to two different series of B,, are isomorphic over A’; on the contrary, if rr’ 
and o’ = TC’ . u are different primes of K’ and f(X) E 5,, , g(X) E SW,, F, 
and FR need no longer to be isomorphic over A’. Let L be the completion of 
the maximal unramified extension KAr of K’ and B the ring of integers of L 
(we may assume L contained in the completion of the algebraic closure of 
Q,); L is a complete discrete valued field whose residue field is the algebraic 
closure of A’/p’; the Frobenius automorphism v E Gal(K;,/K’) is 
continuous, and so determines a unique automorphism of L which we still 
denote by V: 
Vx E B, (D(x) EE xq” mod TT’B. 
We have now the following theorem, important later for the reciprocity law. 
THEOREM 2. If F, and F, are the formal groups ouer A’ associated to 
the series f(X) E z,, and g(X) E ij,, (w’ = 71’ . a), there exists S(X) E 
B[ [X] ] with no constant term such that 
(i) 6: F,+ F, is an isomorphism, 
(ii) 6(La],,(X)) = lals,g (WX))for an?’ a E 4 
(iii) 6”(X) = 6( [N:‘(u)].,,). 
Proof FAX. Y) and F&X, Y) are formal groups of finite height, full, and 
such that End, ,(Ff) = End(F& End,d ,(F,) = End(F,); moreover. 
D(End,(Ff)) = D(End,(F,)j = A and the residue field of B is algebraically 
closed. Theorem 4.3.2. of Lubin [3] gives an isomorphism 6: F,+ F, defined 
over B. Such 6 verifies condition (ii) because, for any a E A, @[a],, (X)) 
and [a]g,s (6(X)) both belong to Hom,(F/, Fg) and have the same coefficient 
of X, and so must coincide. 
We look at condition (iii). Since 6: F,+ E, is an isomorphism defined 
over B, so is the series 6”: F f+ F, (F, and F, have coefftcients in A’ and 
rp IrlI = identity), hence 6 ’ o 6” E End,(FJ = End,d .(F,); therefore, there is 
an element a E A such that [ajrJ= 6-l 0 6”. We have to show that 
a = N:‘(u). Because of the well-known properties of the ring End,(F,tan 
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integral domain such that End,(Ff) 3 B is injective-and since w’ = 7~’ . U, 
we have to see that 
I!-’ 0 6” 0 [Nf’(7r’)]f.f= [N;‘(d)],, 
or. equivalently, that 
6” 0 [fv;‘(7f)],,-= [N;‘(d)],,, 0 i?(X) 
(equality in Hom,(F,.. F,)). Now the reduction map 
Hom,(Ff, FE) + Horn,, T.B(Ff., F,), 
a(X) + E(X) 
is injective, and [NE’(n’)]f,J = [Nt’(w’)],+, =X4”; the theorem is, therefore, 
proved if we notice that m = m. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If z’ is a uniformking element of A’, f(X) E 5,; and 
F, is the corresponding formal group, the groups F,, F,“,..., F;“- are 
isomorphic ooer A’. 
Proof: FT’(X, I’) is the formal group corresponding to the prime element 
ar(lr’) and to the series f”‘(X) E g,,,.,,. The theorem gives therefore an 
isomorphism 8(X) defined over B such that 
‘WX) = ~([~~‘(4lf., (X)), 
where u = r~‘(rr’)/zr’; since N:‘(u) = 1, we get 6”(X) = 6(X), that is, the 
series I?(X) E B[ [Xl] is invariant by o. Now, Lemma 1 of Chapter XIII of 
[ 51 shows that 6(X) E A’[ [Xl], hence the corollary. 
3. RECIPROCITY LAW 
We are going to study now the fields generated. over A”, by the torsion 
points of the formal group Ff. In the case of the multiplicative group or. 
more generally, of the Lubin-Tate groups these results are well known. We 
make use, whenever possible, of arguments similar to the ones in ]4]. 
For i > 0, let K! denote the field generated over K’ by the points of Ff 
annihilated by xi+ ’ ( zr an y uniformizing element of K); of course K’ G KA G 
K; G ... . We shall write K’, = Ui,,, KI. 
THEOREM 3. For any i > 0, the field Kl is generated oaer K’ b?l an!’ 
element xi whose order ideal is p’+ ‘. K’ 2 K! is a Galois, totall! ramiJied 
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extension of degree qi(q - 1). For an-v automorhism r of K;/K’, 
r(-xi) = [U]/ (Xi), w h ere u is a unit of A defined only modulo pit ’ ; the map 
Gal(KI/K’) + (A/p’+‘)* z U,/Ug+ I’, 
r+ u + Pi+’ 
is a group isomorphism. 
ProojI F, is a formal A-module of height one, so the set of points of F, 
killed by pi+’ is an A-module isomorphic to A/p’+ ‘; there are, therefore, 
qi(q - 1) torsion points of F, whose order ideal is pi+‘, and any one of them 
generates such a module. If xi E F,(p,-) has order ideal pit ‘, and if 
x E F,(pa) is annihilated by pi+’ , x = [a]/ (xi) for some a E A hence-since 
K’(xi) is complete-K,! = K’(xi). 
We shall prove by induction on i > 0 that K’ G Kl is totally ramified of 
degree qi(q - 1) and that xi is a uniformizing element of Kf. For i = 0, the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem applied to the series [rr]/(X) gives 
l$:‘x’ = (X9 + ... + b,X + b,) . u(X), where u(X) E A’[ [X] ] is a unit and 
. . . + b, is a distinguished polynomial of A’[X]; obviously b, = 0 and 
b, is a prime element of A’, so x, in a root of the Eisenstein polynomial 
x9-’ + ... + 3, X + b, , and the induction step at level i = 0 is finished. We 
assume now that K’ G K; is totally ramified of degree qi(q - 1) and that the 
torsion points of order ideal pi+ ’ are prime elements of K;; if xi+ l has order 
ideal pi+‘, [rr]/ (xi+ ,) = xi is a prime element and xi + I is a root of the series 
[n]/(X) -xi E A’[xi][ [X]] of W eierstrass degree q: again the preparation 
theorem shows that xi+, is a root of an Eisenstein polynomiai of degree q 
with coefficients in A’[xi]; so KI < Kf+’ is totally ramified of degree q and 
the induction concludes. 
If r: KI --t K is any K’-isomorphism of K,! in K and if xi has order ideal 
ic ‘. r(x.) is also annihilated by pi+ ’ 
i E A such that r(xi) = lu],.(xi); 
(r is continuous). and there is a unit 
in particular. r(xi) E K’(xi) = Kl and 
K’ 2 Kl is Galois. Moreover, the map so defined 
Gal(K,!/K’) + (A/p’+‘)*, 
r+u+p;+’ 
is obviously an injective homomorphism, hence an isomorphism (both 
groups have qi(q - 1) elements). 
COROLLARY 3.1. KI, is a Galois extension of K’. For arly u E U, there 
is a unique al!tomorphism r, E Gal(K&, /K’) characterized 6~1 r,(x) = [u If (x) 
for any torsion point x of F,.. The map 
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UK -+ Gal(K;/K’), 
u + 5, 
is a group isomorphism. 
Proof: Obvious. 
LEMMA 3.2. For i > 0, (x E pWIfoi 0 ... of(x) = 0, f”’ ’ 0 *.. 0 
f(x) # 0) = (x E F,(pa) 1 Ann x = pi+‘}. 
Proof. Let .Y E ps be such that f”’ o ... of(x) = 0, and that 
f”’ ’ o . . . of(?c) # 0. Then ?c E Fxp,-) is a torsion element because if m is a 
multiple of II = [K’: K] greater than i, f”‘“-’ o ... of(-u) = 0. that is-since 
IN;‘(n’)]/(x) =y”-’ 0 ..’ of(XF 
[fq(n’)‘], (x) = 0. 
Moreover, sincef”‘. ’ o . . . of(x) f 0. x is a root of the formal series 
it’s easy to see that this is a series with constant term a uniformizing element 
of K’ and Weierstrass degree qi(q - 1): so .Y is a root of an Eisenstein 
polynomial of degree qi(q - l), hence [K’(x): K’] = qi(q - 1). Since the only 
torsion points of F, which generate extensions of K’ of degree qi(q - 1) have 
order ideal pi+’ (Theorem 3) we get the inclusion (-u E pr 1 
f"' 0 . . . of(x)=o,f"i-' 0 . . . of(x) # 0) c (x E F,(pK) 1 Ann ,Y = pi+ ’ }. Since 
we have just seen that the first set is the set of roots of an irreducible 
polynomial of degree qi(q - I ). bot sets have the same cardinality and the 
lemma is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let z’ be a prime element of K’. Then 
(i) For ecery i > 0, the field KI generated ocer K’ by the points of 
F,{p,-) killed bJ# pi + ’ does not depend upon the series f(X) E iJ T ,. 
(ii) For euery i > 0. TT’ E Nz[(KI *.). 
ProoJ (i) is a trivial consequence of the fact that iff(X), g(X) E s,.. F, 
and FR are isomorphic over A ‘. 
(ii) By (i) we may assume f(X) = 7c’X + X4 (the point is to take a 
polynomial to avoid the preparation theorem); making use of Lemma 3.2, 
the elements of Fkpa) whose order ideal is pi+’ are the roots of 
f"'0 . ..Of"Of(X) 
J+ 0 ... of" of(X)' 
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an irreducible polynomial with coefficients in A’ and constant term a’(~‘); 
so the norm of any of its roots, with respect to the extension K,!/K’, is 
t-1) *%--I’ (~~(71’). Hence ui(7c’) is a norm of K;/K’; if i is a multiple of n, we 
are finished; if i is not a multiple of n, we choose j > i, j a multiple of n so 
that 7~’ is a norm of K,‘/K’, and the transitivity of the norm concludes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let TK’ be, as usual, a prime element of K’, f (X) E 5,, and 
Ff the corresponding formal group. Let K&, be the Jeld generated by the 
torsion points of F, so that we have an isomorophism 
U, ;;! Gal(K& /K’). 
as in Corollary 3.1. Then the reciprocity map r: K’* + Gal(K’JK’) is the 
homomorphism characterized by r(Y) = 1 and r(a) = rkt,,a,-I ifa E U, ,. 
Proof: It goes quite parallel to the one given by Lubin and Tate in 141. 
for the case K = K’. taking notice of two facts: (i) we have shown that 71’ is 
a norm of every finite subextension of Kk/K’ (Proposition 3.3), (ii) we have 
constructed an isomorphism 6 between the formal groups F, and F, 
corresponding to series f(X) E s,,, g(X) E 5,. (CO’ = 71’ . u), verifying 
condition (iii) of Theorem 2. We give, however, some details of the proof: 
(1) We denote by Kz%‘) the field generated over K’ by the torsion 
points of any formal group F, associated to any series f(X) E 5,,; in the 
same way we write Kzw’) where w’ is any other uniformizing element of K’. 
We have first KL, . K;c(=‘j = KA, . K:jw’j. 
(2) Writing Q = KA,. KG=‘) for this field, independent of the prime 
element 7[‘. we construct a homomorphism r,,: K’* --t Gal&?/K’) by 
Un’) IR;,,nsj = 1, r,@‘) LA, = w (the Frobenius automorphism of KA,./K’). 
r,.(a) Ire,, = 1 (if a E U,,), and r,,(a)(x) = [N:‘(a)- ’ 1,. (x) for a E C’, and 
for any torsion point x of the formal group Ff. Now, making use of 
Theorem 2. one sees that the homomorphism rrr, is independent of 7~‘; writing 
r=rw, for any prime element rr’ of K’ we have r(k) IR,,,., = 1 and 
4x’) lKnr = rp. In particular, r coincides with the reciprocity mapping on each 
uniformizing element of K’. Since K’* IS generated, as a group, by its prime 
elements, r is the reciprocity mapping. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let K/ be (for i > 0) the field generated over K’ by 
the torsion points of the formal group F, annihilated by pit’, where 
f(X) E s,,. Then we have Nc’:jKI*) = (71’) . Nt’-‘(Ug+ “) ((z’) denotes the 
cyclic subgroup of K’* generated by 7~‘). 
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Proof. Ni((K;*) is the kernel of the reciprocity map K’* r, Gal(Kf/K’); 
since rt’ is a norm, the point is to know the units IZ E U,, such that 
r(a)@;) = .yi where xi is a torsion point of F, of order ideal pit’: the result 
follows easily from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. For every i > 0, the extension K G Kl is abelian. 
ProoJ Corollary 3.4 and the fact that KG K’ is unramified give 
,v;‘(K; *) = (N;‘($)j . .;+“. 
Now, N: (7t’) is an element of K with valuation n = [K’: K] and Uz+” is a 
subgroup of U, of index qi(q - 1). so NEI(KI*) has index n . qi . (q - I), 
exactly the degree of the extension KG K:. Local class field theory ensures 
us that the extension KG K( is abelian. 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FIELDS K; 
Keeping with the above notations, we have shown that for any unifor- 
mizing element YC’ of K’ and anyf(X) E 5,. the field K&, generated over K’ 
by the torsion points of the group F, is a totally ramified abelian extension of 
K’, with Gal(K&/K’) v U, and such that K G K& is still abelian. We are 
going to show that every extension of K’ with these properties can be 
obtained in this way for some uniformizing element 7~’ of K’. 
We will assume, hereafter, that E is a totally ramified extension of K’. 
abelian over K, and such that Gal(E/K’) ;t U,. Since K’ 6 E is totally 
ramified, the reciprocity map sends CJ,,., onto Gal(E/K’)-see Serre I.5 1; 
denoting by w: CiK, + Gal(E/K’) the restriction of the reciprocity map to UK. 
we have o( UK 0 = Gal(E/K’). 
LEMMA 4.1. If Ni’: (I,, + U, is the restriction of the norm to the units 
of K’. Ker Ni’ = Ker w. 
Proof: If 0: UK -+ Gal(E/K) is the restriction of the reciprocity map 
corresponding to the abelian extension E/K to the units of K, local1 class 
field theory yields 
vx E u,<, w(x) = w(N;‘(x)). 
Therefore Ker NG’ is contained in Ker w, and we have a canonical surjective 
homomorphism U,,,,/Ker Ni’+ U,,.,/Ker w; the group at the left is 
isomorphic to U, (because K’/K is unramified) and the group at the right is 
isomorphic to Gal(E/K’), hence to U, also. Now if i? denotes the profinite 
completion of Z. since U, is a noetherian &module, a well-known abstract 
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algebra lemma shows that the homomorphism is an isomorphism, that is, the 
result. 
THEOREM 5. I” K G K’ G E with E/K abelian, E/K’ totally ramified of 
Galois group isomorphic to U,, there exists x’ uniformizing element of K’ 
such that E is the field generated over K’ by the torsion points of any formal 
group F, with f(X) E 5, ,. Any other uniformizing element 17’ which enjoys 
the same property is such that n’/ji’ is in the kernel of Ni’ . 
Proof: In the diagram 
UK Gal(E/K’) 
we have just shown that both arrows have the same kernel, so there is an 
isomorphism a: U, 2 Gal(E/K’) such that a o Nt’ = w; we observe that 
since K’/K is unramified 
Vi>O, w(NK,‘-‘(U;+ I)) = a(@+ I’). 
Denoting by EH the fixed field of any closed subgroup H of Gal(E/K’) we 
get for each i > 0 the field El = Ea(*+“) and so a sequence of subtields of E 
whose union is E (because fli,, Ug+” = (l}). Galois theory gives now 
Gal(Ei/K’) 2 U~,/N~‘m’(U~f”) = U,/Ul;““; 
here the first isomorphism is induced by the reciprocity map, so-as Ei/K is 
totally ramitied- 
N;((E,?) = N;‘-‘(u$+ I)) . (q!) 
for some uniformizing element n,! of K’. Now we consider, for each i > 0, the 
set Ti of prime elements of K’ which are norms of some element of Ei; Ti is 
non-empty closed in the set of prime elements of K’ (because NE:(Ei*) is 
closed in K’ *); since T, 3 T, 3 . . . . the compactness of the set of unifor- 
mizing elements of K’ (a set homeomorphic to Or,,), gives n,,, Ti # 0. So 
there is a prime element K’ of K’ which is a norm of every finite extension Ei 
(i > 0); moreover, Nz,(ET) = (or’) . Nc’m’(Ug’f”) for each i > 0. If we take 
now f(X) E B,, and Kk the field generated over K’ by all the torsion points 
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of the formal group F,, we have K> = E: indeed, by Corollary 3.4, for each 
i>O,N~:'(K;*)=N~\(E~) hence K! =Ei. 
Moreover, if 71’ is another such uniformizing element of K', ~‘/~’ is a unit 
of K' which is a norm of every Ei (i > 0), hence 
N;‘(f’/7r’) = 0(7T’/?r’) = 1. 
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